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Congratulations!
You decided to participate in a volunteering
project in Croatia. Congratulations!
A few months ago we were in your position
and this is why we created this booklet to help
you find yourself in Croatia.
Let us shortly introduce ourselves .
We are Vero and Miriam, volunteers from
Poland who decided to leave everything
behind, pack our lives in two suitcases and
come to Zagreb to volunteer.
In the beginning, we were also stressed and it
was a bit difficult to find ourselves in a new
country and culture. But if you like sunny days,
the beautiful coastline, slow life and sitting in
the cafe for 3 hours you will love living in
Croatia!
Let the journey begins!

Vero
Mira

Some phrases
for a good start...
bok - hello
Dobar dan - Good morning
Dobra večer - Good evening
Hvala - Thank you
Molim - Please
Izvolite - Here you go
Kako si? - how are you?
Dobro - I'm good
Burek sa sirom/ s mesom, molim burek with cheese/ with meat, please
Jednu kartu, molim - one ticket
please
karticom - i' ll pay by card
gotovinom - i'll pay with cash
Molim jednu vrećicu - can i have a
plastic bag

Explore Zagreb
Located in the old district Gradec is
one of the most unique museums that
Zagreb has to offer - Muzej prekinutih
veza

(Museum

of

Broken

Relationships).
Relationships). Started as a moving
exhibition it soon gained enough
traction to open a stationary one too, it
is especially popular among foreigners
coming to Zagreb for a short visit.
Exhibits

are

donated

objects

accompanied by brief descriptions of
the breakups.
Movie lovers may find this place
interesting.

Kino

Tuškanac.
Tuškanac.

This

cinema is an alternative to more
commercial
repertoire

chain
consists

underground

cinemas,

its

mostly

of

and

old-school

productions that can be rarely seen on
the big screen nowadays. Many of the
classics and indie movies are offered in
English

and/or

English

subtitles.

During summers and springs, Ljetna
pozornica (Summer Stage) is open and
offers a wide repertoire that differs
from the main one, and some movie
projections can be viewed for free
there.

Bacchus Jazz Bar is located in the
very center of Zagreb at Trg Kralja
Tomislava, at the same time its
hidden gates offer a bit of quiet
even during rush hours. In a truly
magical

atmosphere,

they

organize Jazz evenings several
times a week, while once a month
they offer a PopQuiz.
PopQuiz. On warmer
days, a large Mediterranean-style
courtyard is available to guests.
In the vicinity of the aforementioned
bar, charming Zrinjevac Park offers a
bit of greenery in the city center with
its plane, maple, and linden trees. In
the southern part there are busts of
famous Croatian and in its center the
1891 music pavilion where concerts
and

other

events

are

organized.

Zrinjevac is a part of a bigger complex
of

parks

Horseshoe.

called

Lenuci

(Green)

Some minutes by tram to the east
you will find the largest green area in
Zagreb and one of the oldest parks of
its kind in Europe - Maksimir Park.
Opened at the end of the XVIII
century and spanning over three
hundred hectares, it is a true oasis in
the city’s landscape. Many opt to
spend their free time there walking,
picnicking, or visiting the zoo that is
a part of this forest park.

Making new friends
Living far from home and friends can prove to be
challenging and lonely, but there are some ways
to make new friends when you start to settle in
Croatia.
An easy way to meet new people is through
apps such as Bumble BBF which works similar
to Tinder, but with a built-in option to look only
for friends and other platonic relations.
Erasmus Student Network Croatia is the biggest
association of exchange students in the country,
they organize meetups and similar events for
international youths coming to Croatia and as a
volunteer, you can also participate in those
events. You can contact them via Instagram or
Facebook.

Travels
Traveling is a big part of every volunteering journey!
Croatia is a great base to visit and explore other
Balkan countries such as Montenegro, Serbia,
Bosnia, and Herzegowina or more further one like
Macedonia, Albania Bulgaria, or Romania.
Explore the Croatian coast!
A great option is to travel and explore around
Croatia among the most popular directions are
Zadar, Dubrovnik, Rijeka, Šibenik, or Split.
Don’t forget to visit beautiful Croatian islands such
as Korčula, Hvar, or Cres.
To the islands, you can get by from most bigger
coast cities by ferry.
How to travel?
If you want to visit countries like Romania, Bulgaria,
Montenegro, Greece, Slovakia, or Italy you have
great connections from Zagreb through Ryanair
airlines.

You can also choose to travel from Zadar airport
where you have different destinations such as the
Czech Republic, Austria, Hungary, Germany, or
France.
Ryanair airlines in Croatia has opened around 2
years ago so there are not so many choices but the
list of interesting destinations is still growing.
To get to these airports from the city center you
have good connections by city bus or tram.
But traveling by plane is not the only option! A great
choice is also to travel by bus - especially Flixbus.
With flixbus you can visit Belgrade, Sarajevo,
Mostar, Budapest or even further destiantion.
destiantion. Just
be ready for a slightly longer journey.
Another
Another interesting option is a one-day trip to
Slovenia or Austria. From Zagreb, you have Flixbus
to the capital of Slovenia - Ljubljana or Graz in
Austria. These two cities are the best for short citybreak!
You can also choose to travel by train however
Croatian trains are not well communicated. And in
the summer season traveling by train can be quite
tiring.
On this website,
website, you can find train connections in
Croatia.

Free Croatian
learning materials
Short Croatian lessons (absolute essentials) in a
video form, most of it no longer than 6 minutes.
They will come in handy even before the start of
your service so you can get a feeling of the
language:: Croatian lesson 1
Easy Croatian is an introductory grammar
compendium with some vocabulary lessons that
may prove to be helpful for those of you who
prefer a written form: Easy Croatian
Free A1/A2 language course prepared by the
University of Zagreb is a great complementary
material for Školica, as it is a website based text
book: A1/A2 language course

Let’s Learn Croatian is an ongoing podcast
dedicated to learning the Croatian language and
culture, updated twice a month it provides basic
phrases as well as cultural context:
Let's Learn Croatian
A

much

more

deep

approach

to

Croatian

grammar may be found on a YT channel Školica
Croatian Language School. The materials provided
there are much longer and aim to delve deeper
into the complex aspects of this language: Školica
Croatian Language School
Clozemaster is a great app to learn from the
intermediate level and up, it is too in a gamified
form where you learn while translating Croatian
sentences taken out of books, newspapers, and
such: Clozemaster

Easy Croatian interviews - the everyday language
used by people in Zagreb (playlist). People in
Zagreb have a dialect that is close to the standard
but has its own quirks that you will learn with the
host. It has Croatian and English subtitles, so as to
help even the beginners get through each lessoninterview: Easy Croatian interviews
HR4EU language course offers exercises, puzzles
and quizzes on all advancement levels: HR4EU
English-Croatian / Croatian- English dictionary:
Dictionary
Hub of Croatian radio stations for fans of more old
school audio content: Hub of Croatian
Tatoeba dictionary and phrasebook of most
commonly used expressions: Tatoeba
Memrise flashcards (basics), in this app you can
find many other collections prepared by other
learners: Memrise app

Thank you
Thank you for reading this guide, we hope you got
some helpful information and advice and now you
are a little bit less stressed about your new
adventure.
We wish you luck in your new adventure!
Take what is the best of it and enjoy your time in
beautiful Croatia!
Sretno!
Vero and Mira
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